June 2020’s walk solved.
1

Veltins

With water in solid form to your back, bank past home to the exclamation point. What goes with Frisches? (N 47.6822,
W 122.3554)

2 Amphibians When you reach the house, proceed under the sign of the 18th century. Where tiles step, small groups gather. Reptiles,
mammals or amphibians? (N 47.6826, W 122.3561)
3

Head

At the yellow-topped Corey, pivot in the direction it’s not pointing and perambulate to the next intersection. Find 865,
put it behind you and proceed until three grounded digits total five. Head or tail? (N 47.6832, W 122.3593)

4

3/7

At the cornered boulders, turn opposite their turn to the jeweled wall. In the yellow-bordered section, what proportion of
the cubes are clear? (N 47.6837, W 122.3606)

5

Rope

Power under the tallest line to the area of no-cost pharmaceuticals, then turn in the direction of the sign’s wood. Below
the seagull, chain or rope? (N 47.6847, W 122.3596)

6

Sphere

At the next crossroads, traverse only one to walk toward the steeple. A few steps beyond where the second ahead is
directly across from you, what geometric shape best describes the doubly wired tree hangers? (N 47.6859,
W 122.3580)

7

Skulls

Past the solarized garage, follow the wood fence all the way to the one-legged skeleton. What adorn the brim of the
pumpkin’s top hat? (N 47.6869, W 122.3584)

8

Wings

Where twin diamonds loom large behind you, look for and follow the tallest retaining structure past the blue dinosaur
into the area where all is busy. Find the walled flyer. Of what does the flyer dream? (N 47.6876, W 122.3588)

9

Basketball

At the last large trunk, turn toward the end of the zone. Where side chimneys are directly across from each other, go to
the fence step and look into the back yard. What sport? (N 47.6886, W 122.3580)

10

1/2

Where red runs over gold, subtract the sum of the founding year digits from the number of circled cylinders, add half
the number of gold hoofed animals to the remainder, and divide the sum by the number of white lions. How many
dozen? (N 47.6892, W 122.3582)

11

Scotia

Look for the nearest blue-tinted conifer and proceed past the back of the stop and it to the rainbowed barrier makers.
What republic? (N 47.6892, W 122.3569)

12

Hearing

At the tree box, cut past the haze to the abandoned aid place. What sense? (N 47.6899, W 122.3554)

13

Hearing

Pass under the herd to the antlers, then by the nearest numbers that total seven, to the root. What kind of loop?
(N 47.6907, W 122.3562)

14

Davidson

15

98

Beyond the king, take direction from P to its entrance. In inches, what is the clearance? (N 47.6903, W 122.3581)

16

Po

Proceed as ex is to it, past the sign of love and waste. At the rock wall directional decision point, follow it to the end of
the double yellow lines. Carefully cross the double yellow lines and maintain your course to the glassed pole. Dumbo
or Po? (N 47.6899, W 122.3610)

Cross to where time stands still. Roy who? (N 47.6905, W 122.3566)

17

4

When you see the treehouse’s dream, cross to it and past the swinging deciduous. Before you reach what John Donne
posited no man is, redirect to take the shrubbiest path to the brick wall. How many monkeys? (N 47.6894, W 122.3632)

18

Lions

Follow Roebuck’s ex’s enclosure to the crowned post. Lions, tigers or bears? Oh my. (N 47.6884, W 122.3616)

19

People

Go to where it’s better. Who loves them? (N 47.6883, W 122.3611)

20

Rosy

Look for the three hose connectors and travel in the direction the largest points until you come to the lessons place.
Who can you call for them? (N 47.6878, W 122.3608)

21

Seattle

At the déjà vu intersection, cross to the only corner missing your touch and beeline past 78’s white and brown
gateways to turn to the XX, albeit expressed in different numerals. What goes with 96-1 and 96-2? (N 47.6855,
W 122.3608)

22

3

23

Play

Diagonal through what no man or, for that matter, no being is to the multi-planed stones, then follow the uninterrupted
stack past the award star to the green metal box. Turn to the arch and step over the wall. Besides live and love, what
do Dale and Doree advocate? (N 47.6843, W 122.3636)

24

Sleeping

Leave through the columnar quad and face the pocket. Turn 540 degrees and proceed to the jacketed swan. Signwise,
what is the garden doing? (N 47.6841, W 122.3617)

25

South

Approaching the horizontally striped and diagonally opposed posts, turn to pass to the port of the closest one and
continue past the paintless horizontal boards to the painted vertical ones. Corner with them, then find the countdown
address. The animals under it, what pole? (N 47.6832, W 122.3617)

26

Labrador

Rock past the cairn to the corner, then pivot to continue under the leaner until you spot xing left. Go to it. What kind of
dog? (N 47.6822, W 122.3632)

27

Preston’s

At the squared fence, whose homestead? (N 47.6822, W 122.3621)

28

Moon

Carefully cross the twin yellow lines again and climb where gravity offers its greatest challenge. In the star gate, what’s
not a star? (N 47.6822, W 122.4599)

29

3

Continue until arrows chase their tails. Keep starboard of the trio to the unregistered little free library. How many dozen
red squares in the checkerboarded chimney? (N 47.6820, W 122.23580)

30

Traffic

At your next directional decision point, bisect the red circle to continue the opposite way water runs to the black bumps.
Cautiously note and report what’s above Logix. (N 47.6818, W 122. 3566)

Near the molded anemometers, straddling the fence, how many bowling balls? (N 47.6855, W 122.3630)

